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WHAT IS COLLABORATIVE 
PRACTICE?

Take a few minutes by yourself or in 
pairs to reflect on your experience in 

working collaboratively

Jot down what you found the most 
challenging 



Context for collaborative practice in 
health care

• Patient voice is weakly embedded in 
decision-making processes across the 
OECD

Health for the People, by the People, OECD, December 2021

• ACSQHC Standard 2 and attributes of 
high performing person centred 
healthcare organisations

• Government leadership 

• Sector leadership by CHF and other 
consumer organisations



What is consumer leadership?

• An emerging, evolving area of practice

• Organic or structural 

• Two spheres:

1. Health consumer community – 
leaders inspire, represent, advocate

2. Health system – leaders provide 
expert advice and guidance to 
health services on relationships with 
consumers and service 
improvement 



Why does consumer leadership 
matter?

• Evidence that consumer participation 
can lead to improvements in health 
services

• A burning platform? Participation in 
decision making and policy setting 
some distance from important 
decision making processes and 
structures

• A paradigm shift from consumer 
participation to consumer leadership 



Enablers to consumer participation and 
leadership 

• Power sharing

• End-to-end involvement

• Flexible, trust-based partnership 

• Organisation policies, culture, 
governance

• Executive stewardship 

• Champions of participation 

• Dedicated budgets

• Education and training for both health 
professionals and consumers 

focused on the purpose, benefits and capacities 
of collaboration and shared responsibility 



Enablers to consumer participation 
and leadership

“The most effective participation occurs 
in the context of ‘working relationships’ 
where there is a dialogue between 
providers and consumers, and a shift of 
power between them ….. Direct 
dialogue is important because it 
engenders ownership of the process at 
all levels, which is essential to change 
….a ‘collaborating partnership’”
Coney S for the New Zealand Guidelines Group 2004, Discussion Document, Effective Consumer Voice and 
Participation in New Zealand – A Systematic Review of the Evidence. 



Genesis  of the Collaborative Pairs 
Program
• King’s Fund UK
• Reconceptualising consumer leadership
• Addressing the power imbalance
• Creating a new way of working 

Why Collaborative Pairs for 
Australia?
• Joint clinician/consumer leadership 

rather than parallel tracks
• Foundation for joint decision-making and 

co-design which underpins 
person-centred care

• Collaborative Leadership which is an 
enabler of change and driver of system 
improvement



STORY SO FAR…….



ABOUT COLLABORATIVE PAIRS AUSTRALIA

• Leadership Development Program/system change 
intervention

• In pairs: consumer leader and clinical/service provider leader
• Experiential program focusing on the relational aspects of 

collaboration: joint decision making, power, conflict, learning 
to appreciate different perspectives 

• Becoming self aware: personal styles of leadership, 
communication, conflict resolution

• Striving for equal partnership
• Delivered in 5 face to face workshops with project work in 

between



NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION 
TRIAL

• 2 years 2018-2020

• 4 Primary Health Networks

• 4 facilitator pairs (trained in the UK)

• Supervision of facilitators by King’s 
Fund

• 7 programs

• Over 40 pairs completed the program

• External Evaluation 



• Improvements following the NDT and 
delivered 2 more programs, one 
national, one for a specific 
organisation

• Reconceptualisation of the program

• Redesign of the program into a virtual 
program 





EVALUATION TYPE FUNDING WHO UNDERTOOK IT SCOPE OUTPUTS

National 
Demonstration Trial 

 

External ACSQHC Curtin 
University/University of 
NSW

∙ Proof of Concept in 
Australia 

∙ Process /Formative 
Evaluation to inform 
program 
improvements 

Literature Review

Executive summary of the Final Report

 

https://chf.org.au/publications/collaborative-pairs-a
ustralia-final-report

 

Evaluation of SCV 
Program

Internal SCV Funding to 
deliver the 
program

CHF(Project Lead and 
Facilitators)

∙ Evaluate 
understanding and 
progress in 
collaborative practice

∙ Test the use of a 
measure of 
collaborative practice

∙ Identify critical 
success factors

Executive Summary Attached

Full report available on request

Evaluation of 
Collaborative Pairs 
Virtual

External ACSQHC Curtin 
University/University of 
NSW

Evaluate the effectiveness 
of a virtual program in 
meeting the objectives of 
the program 

Executive Summary attached

Full report available on request

SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS UNDERTAKEN BY CHF ON THE COLLABORATIVE PAIRS PROGRAM

https://chf.org.au/publications/collaborative-pairs-australia-final-report
https://chf.org.au/publications/collaborative-pairs-australia-final-report


OUTCOMES (WHAT PARTICIPANTS 
HAVE REPORTED)

• Strong consumer and clinical leaders who are 
capable of driving change

• Enhanced relational capability :greater mutual 
respect, communicating more openly, more 
self –aware

• Fundamental shifts in attitudes and behaviour 
of both clinicians and consumers 

Clinicians reported  “I will never forget this 
experience, it has  changed me as a clinician”
 “letting go of power”, “listening more”
 Consumers reported “feeling valued”, making  a 
meaningful contribution”, letting me in “

• Championing or “modelling” authentic 
collaborative practices

• Strong advocates of consumer participation 
and consumers as “agent of change”

- a “new energy” in working together



Collaborative Pairs 
Leadership Program - Nic and 

Jacinta

https://youtu.be/UjjD1uvvC4w
https://youtu.be/UjjD1uvvC4w
https://youtu.be/UjjD1uvvC4w


INTRODUCING 
COLLABORATIVE PAIRS

TASTER



CONTENT
Content in the Collaborative Pairs program includes: 

•   dialogic communication
∙ skills associated with holding critical 

conversations 
∙ developing influencing and negotiating skills 
∙ managing difficult behaviour and conflict 

management 
∙ political intelligence and stakeholder 

relationships

Methodologies:
• Action learning 
• Peer Consulting 
• Appreciative Inquiry 
• World Café  



DEBATE VS DIALOGUE







WHEN TO USE DIALOGUE

• To explore an issue or proposed 
course of action

• To test your thinking , ideas , 
beliefs and assumptions

• To understand the thinking (ie 
ideas, beliefs and 
assumptions)of others 
particularly when you need to 
gain support and collective 
agreement

• To build common understanding 
of an issue



• Reflect on conversations you've 
been a part of in the past, 
professionally or personally.

• Consider the way you have 
approached the conversation - is 
there a focus on debate or a focus 
on dialogue?

• Do you switch your approach 
depending on who you are talking 
to and what the topic is about? 
Consider why you might do this.





Get at what we don’t 
know rather than disguise 

our solutions

Go where 
the energy is

Simple and clear 
(7 - 10 words)

Take people into the realms 
of what’s possible/what 

could be different

Stimulate curiosity, 
more questions Connect with what 

matters, values/principles

Surface underlying 
assumptions/what’s hidden

Start with why, how, what, if?















WHERE ARE WE NOW......



• Working with two partners: Orygen 
and Healthy North Coast Primary 
Health Network

• Redesigning the program to suit a 
youth context In collaboration with 
young people (due for completion in 
November 2022)

• Training up a new cohort of facilitators 
to deliver Collaborative Pairs Youth 
(early 2023)

• Piloting the program in 2 sites: Orygen 
and Healthy North Coast PHN  (mid to 
late 2023)

COLLABORATIVE PAIRS YOUTH



Collaborative Pairs Architecture

• Past participants videos
• Debate vs. dialogue
• The Ladder of Inference
• Peer consulting
• Asking powerful questions
• Reflection
• Knowledge capture

THEORY MODULE 1: 
LEARNING CONVERSATIONS

e

• Meet Facilitators and pairs
• Program structure
• Learning outcomes
• Collaborating in a virtual environment
• What is collaboration?
• Building a learning community
• How the collaborative challenge will work
• Expectations

INTRODUCTION (online or face to face)

• Stakeholder analysis
• Social power and influence
• Organisational politics
• Reflection
• Knowledge capture

THEORY MODULE 3: 
POWER & INFLUENCE

e

• Monologue to generative dialogue
• Working with conflict
• Introduction to World Café
• Collaborative Exemplars
• Reflection
• Knowledge capture

THEORY MODULE 2:
CONFLICT & CONVERSATIONS

e

• The change curve
• Move to self-management
• Showcase preparation
• Reflection
• Knowledge capture

THEORY MODULE 4:
CHANGE & TRANSITION

e

• 3Rs: reconnect, recap, reflect
• Bring theory from Theory Module 1 to life 

through collaborative discussion and 
activities

• Collaborative challenge check-in
• Reflection and knowledge capture

WORKSHOP 1

•3Rs: reconnect, recap, reflect
•Present showcase

SHOWCASE

Pairs Coaching with Facilitator*

Pairs Coaching with Facilitator*

Pairs Coaching with Facilitator*

Pairs Coaching with Facilitator*

WORKSHOP 2

• 3Rs: reconnect, recap, reflect
• Bring theory from Theory Module 2 to life 

through collaborative discussion and 
activities

• Collaborative challenge check-in
• Reflection and knowledge capture

WORKSHOP 2

WORKSHOP 3

• 3Rs: reconnect, recap, reflect
• Bring theory from Theory Module 3 to life 

through collaborative discussion and 
activities

• Collaborative challenge check-in
• Reflection and knowledge capture

WORKSHOP 3

WORKSHOP 4

• 3Rs: reconnect, recap, reflect
• Bring theory from Theory Module 4 to life 

through collaborative discussion and 
activities

• Collaborative challenge check-in
• Reflection and knowledge capture

WORKSHOP 4

Facilitator-led pairs discussion to agree 
how theory modules will be completed

*Up to three facilitated coaching 
sessions may be offered to each 

pair



WHERE ARE WE HEADED…..



• Undertaking a Pilot of the Youth 
program

• Developing organisational 
readiness self-assessment tools

• Developing some shorter programs 
to raise awareness of consumer 
leadership and collaborative 
practice

• Exploring applications beyond 
health (ie aged care )



TIME FOR YOU TO ASK US 
QUESTIONS



TAKE HOME MESSAGES
• Collaborative practice is about 

striving for equal partnership

• Respect and valuing the other’s 
perspective

• Engaging in critical conversations 
that create opportunities

• Challenging our values, beliefs  and 
assumptions

• Addressing the power balance in 
the relationship



Jane and Karen - Power 
of Collaboration 

https://youtu.be/IMVZ3y-9qsg
https://youtu.be/IMVZ3y-9qsg


THANKYOU

Contacts
Jennie Parham, 
Project Lead, Collaborative Pairs Australia
jennie@jennieparhamconsulting.com.au

0421 050 401

More information
https://chf.org.au/collaborative-pairs

mailto:jennie@jennieparhamconsulting.com.au
https://chf.org.au/collaborative-pairs

